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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 
 

GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 
 
 THE HANSARD 
 
Wednesday, 27th September, 2017 

 
The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, at 9.30AM 

 
[The speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

    

              PRAYERS 

 

MOTIONS. 
Hon. Mahat Osman: Approval of the County Assembly business committee and the selection 

committee. 

That pursuant to the provision of standing orders number 152 and 153, this House approves the 

appointment of the following members to the House business committee and the selection 

committee respectively as indicated below. 

COUNTY ASSEMBLY BUSINESS COMMITTEE  

1. Hon. Farah Maow bare 

2. Hon. Queen Teresa 

3. Hon. Adow Omar said 

4. Hon. Fatuma Bulle Horar 

5. Hon. Hussein Ahmed Bashir 

6. Hon. Irshad Hillowle Osman 

7. Hon. Mohamed Gabow Kharbat 

8. Hon. Hassan Halane Haye 

9. Hon. Issa Aden Abdi 
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10. Hon. Asli Ibrahim Ali 

11. Hon. Victoria Cheriot Limo 

12. Hon. Halima Hussein Gure 

13. Hon. Mohamedweli Guhat 

14. Hon. Suleiman Mohamed 

SELECTION COMMITTEE  

1. Hon. Shindes Mohamud Mohamed  

2. Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah 

3. Mohamed Ali sheikh 

4. Hon. Fahan Barkatle Ali 

5. Hon. Adow Omar 

6. Hon. Mohamed Siyat Ahmed 

7. Hon. Abdullahi Omar Aden 

8. Hon. Maryan Mohamed Hassan 

9. Hon. Abdirahman Mohamed Idriss 

10. Hon. Mohamed Aden yarrow  

11. Hon. Ayan Mohamed Dahir 

12. Hon. Mahat Osman Ibrahim 

13. Fatuma Abdi Sanweine 

Hon. Speaker: This means now the debate is open for the members to contribute to the two 

motions in front of you. You should be allowed a permission to speak and since you didn’t raise 

your hand, let me give it to Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah. 

Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah: Thank you Mr. Speaker I want to begin by supporting the motion 

by majority leader because we are beginning and this is the start of everything. Mr. Speaker the 

role of this committee is anchored in the standing order 152 and 153 and their role is to jump 

start the operations of the Assembly. 

Mr. Speaker having said that, the committee is composed of 14 members that is County 

Assembly business committee then we have a selection committee which is composed of 13 
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meaning that we are 50 in number in this House and every member cannot be slotted in a 

position in this committee.  For that reason I support the motion so that we can start this 

Assembly very well and we can start receiving from the executive side of the County 

Government how to start the operations of the County, thank you. 

Hon. Gedi Adow: Thank you Mr. Speaker. I stand to support this motion and congratulate the 

majority leader for bringing this motion because I understand this is the back bone of all 

committees. I think and I hope this committee will work very effectively and efficiently and we 

expect this committee to update this House with the business of the House on every Thursday so 

that members can execute well all the business of the other coming week. 

Mr. Speaker this committee has all the requisite laid down procedures having taken into 

consideration all sectors of the members I can see even gender was not left out.  They are very 

much represented including persons with disability who are also representing special group in 

this House. 

Mr. Speaker I know with your leadership this committee will steer this House to a very high 

level in the next five years.  I remain to support thank you. 

Hon. Hussein Ahmed Bashir: Mr. Speaker first I congratulate our able majority leader for 

bringing this motion to the House on time.  I think the two committees that are in the order paper 

today are very crucial and very important in this House. 

The House business committee is constituted in the Standing Order. This is the committee that 

will set weekly business of the House. 

Mr.Speaker the members in the list were consulted through party level and were agreed 

unanimously.  Any member who sees his name here was agreed at the party level.  I want to urge 

the honorable members in order for  this Assembly to move ahead we adopt the motion.  With 

those few remarks I stand to support the motion and urge the members to pass. 

Hon Abdirizak Ismail Sheikh: Mr. Speaker before I proceed with either supporting or opposing 

the motion… 

Hon Speaker: for the new members you can give your maiden speech  
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Hon Abdirizak Ismail Sheikh: Thank you Mr. speaker I think that will give me an opportunity 

now to thank my people but before that I was saying Mr. Speaker if there is anything we can do 

about the gadgets please the clerk is here and all the deputies are here and the speaker if there is 

anything we can do about this system it is really embarrassing us. I could feel yesterday when the 

Governor was reading his speech the number of times the sergeant at arms were really distracting 

you. So if anything we can do about this system please the earliest time possible the better. 

Coming back to the motion Mr. Speaker as my earlier colleague said I also sincerely want to 

thank the majority leader and the minority leader. I think this is proper in every House there must 

be House business committee as per the roles of the House and therefore this is in order.  Again 

having in mind that there were consultations I am sure that there were consultations from both 

the majority and the minority and therefore there is no contestation about this business 

committee.  The only thing I want to urge the selection committee members Is that we should not 

be conversing a lot of lobby, our core mandate especially the issue of oversight rest with the 

committees.  What we should look at especially the sectorial committees we should consider 

merits we shall consider somebody’s back ground qualifications. 

 The first time when we were coming here the clerk issued that everybody should come with his 

CV and whatever but I don’t think if there is anybody who has done that.  I will send an appeal 

to the selection committee again to please if possible gather personal data or information from 

the members so that if there is anybody who is experienced in terms of health (he/she) can be 

given the position of the health if anybody has got the experience in terms of water management 

if anybody who have got experience in public sector we should look at merits and 

professionalism.  That is my opinion anyway. 

Mr. Speaker I think I should be guided after this session if it is an issue or a bill to do away with 

this gadgets the earliest possible because again this is embarrassing. Mr. Speaker I wish to 

support the motion.  I don’t know if I will be in order Mr. Speaker to again continue with my 

maiden speech  

Hon Speaker: continue  
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Hon Abdirizak Ismail Sheikh:  Thank you Mr. Speaker I want to thank the voters of Galbet 

ward. For me it was not an easy task but then never the less thank God and the people of Galbet 

ward for honoring me and voting me as there member of County Assembly.  One thing that I 

would promise them is that together with my colleagues we will try as much as we can this time 

round to make sure that we remove tribal lines and the party issues so that as united we fight for 

the rights of our people. This is because there is no NASA or JUBILLEE resident in Garissa they 

are all the people of Garissa County. Whether you belong to clan A or clan B what our people 

expect is  services delivery and the only way we can deliver is for us to be united.   

 I also want to urge my colleagues especially the role of the oversight it is always misunderstood 

us being against the executive.  If for instance I am a chair of a certain committee and we find as 

a committee a certain CEC is misusing the funds is doing what he or she is not supposed to do 

and we call upon that parson to face the committee it should not be seen as that individual is 

targeting a certain community or a certain tribe. If we all look at it from that angle is only time 

we can achieve and deliverour objectives. Therefore I don’t want to take much time but again 

most sincerelywant to thank voters of Galbetward and congratulate my colleagues those who 

have been elected and also those who have been nominated. Thank you. 

Hon Speaker: Thank you honorable member for Galbet Ward we also appreciate your presence 

here. 

Hon. HusseinMohamed:  Thank you Mr. Speaker.  I rise to support the business brought the 

House by the able majority leader.  The first time I looked at the names of the committee 

members, the youth representations the people that we represent are fully represented. Although 

I am not a member but I can see youthful honorable members like Hon. Farah Maow, Hon 

Victoria Limo, Hon Suleiman Mohamed and Hon. Ayan Mohamed.  Therefore I beg to support 

the motion thank you. 

Hon Maryan Mohamed:  Thank you Mr.Speaker.  Fast of all I would like to congratulate you. 

Electing you to this House was not an easy task.  We have seriously campaigned and here we are 

thanks to God we made it. Secondly I would like to congratulate all the elected members I can 

imagine what they have been through during the campaigns.  Thanks to God here they are as 

honorable members and I believe they are going to represent their people as they are supposed to 
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be and they do their work as they are supposed to do.  I also want to congratulate myself and few 

others  who got nominated for the second time and we thank God here we are again to serve the 

people of Garissa County as well as the new nominated members. We have a lot of task ahead of 

us and we pray to God. I think the most senior clerk is with us today he will do something about 

gadgets and I beg this time round the suppliers that they are going to contract to be a supplier 

who will give something of a quality. 

Mr. speaker I support the motion and I can see the way the majority leader has started we have 

been there before as female MCA’S and it is not a good thing to say now, but we have been 

through a lot though we came late in the first Assembly and I can see now the majority leader 

has our interest in mind and in heart.   The committee that was just brought in the House our 

interest is taken care of. I would like to take County Assembly House business committee this is 

a very crucial committee were you are chair.  Automatically this is the committee that tells us 

what we are going to discuss in this House. This is the committee that should guide us which 

business should come first or what business is more important than the other. I urge the members 

of this committee to take this business seriously.  I was in this committee in previous House we 

never used to meet us such in one way there was no much business from the executive but I 

believe with all the hopes we have on the County government we believe now may be the 

business may be more and the House may be more vibrant compared to the previous one.  

According to the expectation we have from the executives if the executive fails, too bad then this 

committee will not do anything.  I urge them whatever business that comes to the floor of this 

House on time and according to the standing orders it says 12hours earlier the members are 

supposed to receive the business and supposed to discuss for us to prepare ourselves.On the 

selection committee of which I am a member I wish to ask the majority leader who happens to be 

the automatic chair please allow as to have our first meeting as soon as possible to make sure the 

committees are set on time so that we are not left behind. Thank you. 

Hon. Fatuma Mohamed: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir I wish to thank the whole House and you 

will allow me say my greetings in Islamic manner so I would start saying Asalamu Aleikum 

members.  I hope majority of them are Muslims. 

Hon Speaker: I will allow you for today but that is not in the Standing Order. 
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Hon. Fatuma Mohamed: Thank you Mr. Speaker for correcting me next time I believe I go true 

the standing order totally and I would rectify the mistakes that am making.Mr.Speaker sir I 

congratulate you for your election for being the speaker of the House and I also support the 

committees that were mentioned here by the majority leader.  I support that it was well done 

because he has respected the gender rule in his selection when they were doing the selecting of 

the committees from the both parties. I also wish to thank the minority leader and his deputy and 

we are from the same place. I also wish to thank the whole House and I want to ask to keep the 

spirit we have started it because we started with a very nice manner and we have core values for 

being elected or nominated.  Being the leaders of Garissa also wish to thank the minority leader 

on how he has prepared and moving us way forward for the businesses. 

I also want to take this opportunity to talk about the functions of yesterday. it was well arranged 

but there was little confusions here, I believe as the organizers maybe the next time we can come 

together as   a House and we check the way forward. I also want to take the opportunity by 

saying we are one people and thank the honorable member from Galbet ward the way he has 

said, we are done with campaigns and I believe we need to leave some legacy behind after the 

five years as the second Assembly of Garissa. Thank you. 

Hon. Mohamed Gabow: Thank you Mr. Speaker. Let me take this opportunity to congratulate 

the majority leader for bringing committee timely he has done it, he has consider all avenues, 

there is no any gender query we can see and that is a good beginning.  At the same time I would 

like to argue the selection committee that when they are doing the selection as a honorable   

member from Galbet has said we like them to consider the experience and professionalism so 

that those who are going to be in that committee are people who are able to take up the work or 

the task that they are given. This is because once you are in committee and you don’t know what 

you are supposed to do in that particular committee then there would be a fall apart.  So I would 

like to urge the selection committee so that they can be able to check. I don’t see the needs of 

bringing the CVs and whatever once you are a Hon member here you are going to execute your 

work but at the same time we see the line of professionalism so that we are able to have the task 

ahead of us.  
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 The business committee as Hon Maryan has said we will like to have their agendas before as per 

the standing orders.Finally I would like also to thank our Governor, the speech was so in debts 

and we have seen there is light at the end of the tunnel. Having said that, I would like to support 

the motion that is before the House. Thank you. 

Hon. Khatra Iman: Thank you very much Mr. Speaker sir. Let me take this opportunity to 

thank the honorable members both the elected and the nominated.  I think that is already same 

thing that we are proud of. Mr. Speaker let me take this opportunity to also congratulate that you. 

It was not easy, it was a fight and that is why we are very happy to see you here.  

 Mr. Speaker sir, we are here to work for the entire people of GarissaCounty and I think some of 

us here we are determined and we are willing to work very hard.  We want to be very seriously 

for this matter. I also want to congratulate the Governor for his speech yesterday. People are very 

happy outside there for the speech. Personally I was very happy I congratulated him and am 

willing to support him which ever agendas that would be brought here by the Governor so long 

as it is same thing that is going to benefit the entire people of GarissaCounty especially for the 

elderly, women and the youth. I think there is a very important agenda the Governor has for the 

people and we are here to support. 

If I come back to the business of the day, our majority leader I congratulate you also and again 

Mr. Speaker sir we are here as a members of the Assembly we are equal. We came from the 

majorities, same of us are village members and belong to jubilee and I think Mr. Speaker sir to 

be here as one team we should be here as one House.  we should be here looking for all the 

interest of this House we should not consider same of us that you just want to have your people 

around and I don’t support because I see gender but again we need to consider those as a village 

members.  I will not allow the majority leader to sit somewhere and just have his team. This is 

because at end of the day we PDR members or jubilee members so how can you have 10out of13 

or 9out of 13 to be jubilee members. Is it fair bwana speaker? It is not fair and people need your 

protection here we cannot just sit here while things are going on.You need to help us because if 

you want us to work together if you want us to help you need our help we need to have this 

House moving in one direction.We don’t want to be divided we are determined we have to work 
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as a team so why are we divided why do you sit somewhere then you just want (to) have your 

own party. 

Hon Speaker: Hon member are you supporting or opposing the motion?a motion here takes one 

those of lines.  

Hon Khatra Iman: Mr. Speaker I said I amnot supporting. Mr. Speaker I need to say yes it is 

gender balance of which am not disagreeing ,yes I agree for those ladies who are here and I 

support but the problem is let us have the gender here, let  the youth sit somewhere  then  have 

their  own party. Then let them seethe majority party at the end of the day. Ifyou are affiliate then 

you need my vote at the end of the day. 

Hon Speaker: From the purposes of this needs. Members this need is based on the strength of 

the political party so you are to take enough as to why as see the two parties this side is jubilee 

and other side ODM but even among that collisions there parties which that constitute collision 

and they are different numbers in this House so as you go so long in any committee that 

represent even being NASA the numbers will not be the same. 

Hon Khatra Iman: At the end of the day my word is making… 

Hon. Speaker: I got the concept that the leadership is missing you as long as I will be looking 

the strength of the party. 

Hon. Khatra Iman: Thank you Mr. Speakerbut I say even if you have. .you need to consult the 

political party what does the act says about it the number supposed to be 11 not more than 13, 

you should consult a political party that is what is said. If you never consulted the political 

parties or your affiliate parties then you sit somewhere else you have your colleagues or a friend, 

you left others. Maybe you don’t agree on certain issues then you lock them out. So, that is the 

day it means…. 

Mr. Speaker: Yes, point of order 

Hon. Khatra Iman: I think Mr. Speaker there is no point of order there 

Mr. Speaker: Please sit down. 
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Hon. Khatra Iman: She just raised her hand my sister, she never said point of order 

Mr. Speaker: Resume your sit please; there is no kamukunji business here. Please resume your 

seat. I order you to resume your seat. Yes member. 

Hon. Shindes: Mr. Speakeram standing on point of information 

Mr. Speaker: you said point of order. 

Hon. Shindes: Yes, point of information. 

Mr. Speaker: Ok. 

Hon. Shindes: I want to clarify to my sister that the majority leader and minority leader, the 

reason as to why the two parties have elected them, they are our voices. They represent as at the 

party level and their decisions are final. Mr. Speaker, I want also to tell my sister that I can see 

from the list the affiliate parties have been considered. 

Mr. Speaker: these is the House of waheshimiwa, your relation with her is outside the House. 

Hon. Shindes: thank you Mr. Speaker let me come to the business. I congratulate the two 

leaders. I want to continue by contributing. 

Mr. Speaker: you are on point of information please go back to your seat.  

Hon. Khatra: Mr., speaker I need you protection, she could have said point of order and again 

she taking more time and I think I was on the floor. Can I finish with your permission? 

Mr. Speaker: Ok, Hon. Khatra please wind up I give you one minute. 

Hon. Khatra: Ok let me just wind up. Bwana speaker ok thank you very much, am not against 

committee but I was so concerned about how the honorable members went and at the end of the 

day they finished the list because they never considered us that was my cry. Secondly, for me no 

problem, I have no problem with this because I know my sister are already representing me 

there, so it doesn’t mean at the end of the day I should be there, no I can represent my people at 

some other levels. Bwana speaker first time to be here, still they can give me an opportunity to 

serve them in somewhere else, so is not must but why am crying you should consult. Bwana 
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honorable minority leader and my brother Mahat they should consider their affiliate members, 

you cannot just sit down somewhere then you do your list at the end of the day you table then 

you want us to support you. So what if today, yes it can go through to today because you already 

lobbied I can see. Please can we harmonize bwana speaker so that we move as a team. 

Mr. Speaker: Yes hon. Mohamud 

Hon. Mohamud: shukran bwana speaker, ni kama leo nimezaliwa upya.. Kuhusu wale 

committee ya mkubwa wa walio wengi bungeni ile committee alituletea naiunga mkono. 

Nimechagua kuongea lughaN ya Kiswahili na si kimombo,kwa sababu wengi wetu hapo 

wanaogea kimombo na nimechagua hiyo lugha maanake ni lugha ya kila mwananchi anayetoka 

Garissa County anaelewa. 

Kuhusu hiyo committee naunga mkono  na nashukuru kwa kutuiletea haraka ndiyo tufanye kazi 

yetu haraka. Ile ingine nataka kuongea kwa haraka bwana speaker, ile mahali mimi natoka ni 

mahali bunge letu liko. Yale tumepitia siku za campaign yametuongoza tukafika hapo na nataka 

kuwaambia viongozi wenzangu walio kwa bunge hili la Garissa tuonyeshe uongozi na sio 

kurudishana maneno hapa na pale na tukampatia bwana speaker siku ya shida kidogo. Ile ingine 

nataka kusema bwana spika hata tunapotoka sisi kila kabila ndoinaishi. 

Inawezakuwawenzetuhapamahaliwakokunafamiliamoja au mbililakiniGarissa township, 

vinavyoalisemakiongozikutoka 

GalbetnauweradhinakiongozikutokaIftinwanajuahapotulipomiminilikuwanawagombeajikuminas

abamimindiyonilikuwawakuminananenamunguamenibarikinikakuwakiongozialiyechaguliwanac

hama cha jubilee naaliyeumrimdogokabisakatika County letu la 

Garissa.Nilichotakakuongezanihizi committee 

ambayotumechagwasasananaombamuweradhitenamaanasijuikwalughaya Kiswahili selection 

committee ama committee yakuchaguwa. Naombahizi committee 

wakiendakufanyakazizaowasikuwenaubinafsi. Nikisemaubinafsinamaanisha may be 

hiijionitutakuwanawanachaguwana committee. Ningeombawasikuwenaubinafsi, 

wasiendewaokwawaowakaendawakatengeneza kamukunji wakatuleteamajinazilezilenaomba 

qualifications pia. Nashukuru bwana 
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spikananashukurunawaliowengibungeninawaliowachachebungeninanashukurunyinyizoteasanten

isana. 

Mr. Speaker: Yes, Hon. Shindes 

Hon. Shindes: Mr. Speaker let me take this opportunity to thank the two leaders of the House for 

coming up with the names of the member to represent the House business committee and House 

selection committee. I stand to support the motion. Mr. Speaker, allow me once again to 

congratulate you for your election in the same spirit allow me to congratulate the entire 

leadership of Garissa County Assembly. To my honorable members we have our work cut out 

for us. I am privileged to have been a member of previous House of Garissa County. I will have 

acknowledged to have set and guide foundations. A lot still remains to fulfill the dreams of the 

people of this great County. I have no iota of doubt we can deliver. Mr. Speaker I have special 

appeal, we need to put forward legislative frame work to facilitate the executive in the area 

ranging from youth, women empowerment, people with disabilities and also vulnerable groups. 

Mr. Speaker sir, we need to define our commitment by ensuring that all sector of our great 

County feel the dream of devolution. Allow me to make special appeal to my colleagues, the 

honorable members of this House it is time for us to show the unity of purpose by putting aside 

political affiliation, tribal and ethnic division among ourselves. Mr. Speaker, this is the only way 

to go we have no option Garissa County can accommodate everybody. As my brother said 

Garissa Township is cosmopolitan and we are the leader of this County even if we come from 

different sub-counties also you need to support others who are living with us. Mr. Speaker, I 

thank the two leaders of the House for considering gender, people with disabilities. We want also 

this spirit to continue until we finish our team. With those few remarks, I thank you Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker: Yes honorable member! 

Hon. Diriye: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir, allow me to appreciate and thank the members for 

electing you as our able speaker. I also thank the elected members for being elected in their 

wards because I know we have passed through many hurdles and tons, I will urge them to work 

hard to ensure that service delivery is achieved.  I also want to thank the two leaders of the 

House for bringing the motion at the right time, It was very timely and it was up to date meaning 

that all the areas were considered the gender and those who have challenges. I am also saying 
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that the groups that were selected are people who are very vibrant and I thank them for that 

selective. Thank you  

Hon. Speaker: yes member for Galbet. 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: 

In the social media before it was official tabled I don’t know how procedural it is, in the world 

we are today nothing is private. Even what you discuss in your bedroom you will find the next 

morning in the market. So if there is any information regarding any of the nominees whether 

positive or negative I think as a member of committee we welcome it we will put it into 

consideration and if there is anybody even from the public you know sometimes when we were 

public areas you will find some few individuals who are murmuring when they are charting or 

discussing about certain individuals whether positive or negative those are information’s that will 

help to us   as members of this committee. And therefore please don’t just fold your hand and say 

if I was not considered I have no business in sharing any information with that committee and 

therefore we are looking upon you guys for a support prayers and everything with those few 

remarks Mr. Speaker I beg to support the motion thank you. 

Hon Kassim Dagane: Thank you my colleague’s honorable members, I pay my apology to you 

for being out of order once more. Mr. Speaker I think I beg to stand clearly to the same situation 

whereby my colleague from Dadaab Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah has earlier mentioned that there 

are a lot of sittings made before the motion was tabled I believe that I don’t know if it the 

minority system that this people have reached a consensus but we as majority we have same 

plans as themselves. More so, I support the motion on seconding with the majority leader as 

tabled my colleague from Galbet I think with their barbing issue is not important dear. The one 

of social media the one of today whether internet or passing massages I think it was very clear on 

a particular media here that this government things will be very transparent and very clearly 

without hidden agenda. The appointment of the naming of the CS which is the circulating in the 

internet should not surprise the member. This is what we were expecting so your issue is to wait 

vet if you find is not comfortable then you send him over according to your recommendation that 

you give in. Thank you Mr. Speaker I beg to sit down.                                                                                                                             
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Hon: Mahat Osman (  Majority leader): I want to thank the members for being very vibrant 

and energetic and charming to perform their duties. 

Mr. Speaker this is just a start these are the first two committees that coming to the House and 

we are about forty nine members we cannot have all the forty nine members in these committees, 

we are guided by standing orders and it is very clear. 

It is not a member that will decide where he wants to belong to  

(Applause) 

That is very clear. Our roles is to make sure members are placed in certain committees and we 

know every member is equally important than any other member. We have considered gender, 

we have considered party and because some of us are having a lot affiliate members we cannot 

have all our affiliate in two committees. There are a lot of other committees that are coming up 

more than seventeen or eighteen committees are coming up, so if you don’t find your name here, 

you will find your name in other committees. Your very important member for this House, your 

very important member for this coalitions or parties so we will place you in a committee equally 

the same committee any member will in three or four committees I want assure you that one. 

Secondly,  the House business committee is very  important committee and from old experience I 

was a member of this House we had a problem of  punctuality ,we are only saved  by gender, the 

females member of that committee were always punctual, and I want to thank them for that some 

of them are back and are still in those committees ,and I want to urge the  female on:  members 

to keep that standard still, so that our business is not hampered by lack of quorum, our business 

is always flowing and that is the committee that guide this House when it comes to the business 

of the House. 

Mr. Speaker we have taking we have considered party lines and we will consider still making 

sure that no party member whichever coalition you are whether in NASA or JUBILEE will be 

taken care of, you will belong to some committees very critical committees so we know your 

importance we know how every member is important and we will consider all of you. 
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Number two we will also try to look at the bio data before we select members to various 

committees to see their background, although most of them you can’t find the right qualification 

for every committee but will try to see that the persons that will be chairing the committee or 

members that will be included in the committees will be people that can add value to that 

committee. 

 Other members were mentioning about the Governor’s speech I want assure the members that I 

will be bringing a notice motion tomorrow and we will deliberate on the Governor’s next week 

probably. 

Also  there is  no conflicts here, the select committee have not started at floor of the House is the 

will of the members to either pass it or reject it, that is at your discretion you have all the right to 

reject it we will go back  to the drawing board, if the House approve it its well and good we will 

proceed, but as a matter of important Mr. Speaker  this House cannot operate without 

committees, we can only serve our people when we are in various committees that are supposed 

to do some service delivery and by so doing the members have to help us as the party leaders so 

that whatever document we bring here firstly scrutinize  it and if everything is in order kindly 

approve it so that we proceed a head and we add every member of you in a certain committee. 

Thank you. 

Hon Mohamed Abdi Farah: Thank you Mr. Speaker. I want to bring to your attention standing 

order N052 that is in a normal process that as the eye suggest it this is the right time may be  we 

feel you can put the question . standing order N050(2) Says” at the conclusion of the debate 

which most of the members have contributed Mr. Speaker  with your leave and permission at the 

conclusion the speaker shall put a question” Mr. Speaker  the way I can see this House is in a 

suggestion mood that this committee will be passed if this question is put. Thank you. 

Hon. Hassan :Mr. Speaker sir thank you for this opportunity let me start with the business of the 

day which is the motion in front of us. I support I congratulate the team who put the effort to 

come up with this list. I congratulate the majority leaders on the second part that he really put it 

very clear on his mandate and what it supposed to be. Let me take this opportunity again to 

congratulate everybody I can see your participation there is a lot of energy and everybody want 

to contribute. But my concern is about people not reading their standing orders so many of us are 
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asking, I can see so many people are trying to break the standing orders of this House and I 

would wish everybody to go back and read and if you know that this House is a House of order 

with standing orders, conditions, rule and we have to adhere to this rules. I know everybody 

being a politician want to speak to say something that does not mean I am stopping you to talk or 

I am not suggesting that let us understand ,take time to understand how things are done in this 

House so that we can carry ourselves in very respectful way. I won’t forget congratulating and 

thanking those mothers and voters in my ward  who voted for me I am very happy I am among 

the few or  may be the only person who is representing them.  I wish it could have been live they 

could have watched live that I am congratulating them I tell them thank you it’s an opportunity I 

am sure I promise to represent them wherever and where there is need. Thank you very much. 

Hon Adow: Thank you Mr. Speaker first and foremost I want to congratulate and welcome you 

to this second Garissa County Assembly. Much has been said about the committee I rise to 

support the motion at the table as majority and minority leaders said. I think every member 

cannot be accommodated in two committees but there are number of committees which are 

coming and every member will be part of maybe one or two or three committees as the standing 

order states. 

Mr. Speaker, if there is anything I have gone through the names of each and every member. If 

there is any member who should be having a query about the set up I think it’s one Mr. Irshad 

Hillowle whose name has not been spelt correctly otherwise gender has been represented.  The 

number has been set well I think that is just a computer error he should not raise the question. It’s 

just on a light note. Mr. Speaker I think every other was to contribute may be most of the 

members are new to the House may be they want to raise one or two issues and congratulate the 

members or the community or the people who voted them.  At the same time maybe the 

nominated members want say a word of thank to the party that brought them here but it may take 

I think the motion or the subject at the table has been exhausted. Supporting the member for 

Dadaab I think it’s a high time you should put the question and then we have more time for may 

be the maiden speech. For the committee may be I think with your indulgence You should put 

the question and then we should continue from there. 

Speakers: Hon Hussein. 
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Hon. Hussein (nominated): Thank you Mr. Speaker sir I would like also to congratulate you for 

been elected as the speaker of this hounrable House I would like also to congratulate all members 

were elected to their respective positions and that includes everybody here because people have 

been talking about those elected, those nominated I want to make a small clarification that we all 

elected here.  We should not reach so much to the term nominated because we are either elected 

through ballot or we are elected through party list so we are all equal we are elected but in 

different way. 

Now let come to the motion before us I think the two wishes which the debate was touching 

mostly the issue of inclusivity either in terms of party representation or gender representation and 

the issue of consultation whether this process was consultative .I think everybody who have 

spoken here has confirmed that this was inclusive in terms of  gender so may be inclusivity in 

terms of party line is what may be some of the colleagues have question about then the other 

issue which to me seems either not to have done or not exclusively is the issue of consultation. 

So on that one whether it is something part of the process we need guidance from the chair, 

whether we should have taken part in consultation of coming with this list, me it looks it was not 

consultative so that is what we need to know  whether it’s a requirement if not then we support  

the motion. But if it is, we need guidance from the chair, thank you. 

Hon Yusuf Omar Abdi: Because u cannot mention the ward I come from so is better we learn 

each other and today is an opportunity for as to leave out our maiden speech. the motion I mean 

have been exhausted and mine is briefly just to second that motion I really support it but stood 

my point to make my maiden speech .I congratulate the members who were elected and 

nominated by their political parties I also congratulate our speaker honourable Ahmed Abass 

who has been a member of parliament for Ijara constituency. Honourable members my names 

are Hon Yusuf Omar Abdi I am a member for County Assembly deka haria ward. I do not know 

why they gave it deka haria I think I have to revisit it out. The gadget has been talked about I 

don’t to repeat it again congratulate the people of deka haria for electing me as their 

representative we had one but through luck he could not made it for the second time. I thank the 

almighty God for allowing me to be elected for this term because I also contested last election 

and I am ready to serve them. I am ready to work with the people of this Assembly the members 

of the House and also the employees of the Assembly at large. I’m telling them welcome and we 
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are brothers and we will be working together therefore that is the much I wanted to make. Thank 

you very much. 

Speaker: Yes Hon. Member;  

Hon Ali Abdullahi: In the name of Allah the compassionate thank you. Mr. Speaker first of all 

would like to congratulate the people of Modogashe ward for having the confidence to give me 

the chance to represent them in the Assembly. My second congratulations goes to the speaker I 

think with your guidance and experience from the national Assembly you will guide the second 

Assembly and their leadership .on alight moment Mr. speaker we told people we have problem 

with this things we need to fix it. .I also wants to extend my congratulations to the table office 

the way they are orientating us or the assistant they are giving us. I think it needs all the 

requirement as the committee, it represent both the gender and political party affiliation bon 

members who raise concerns. So I said the committees the best things here that we need ask 

ourselves the capability of members to represent this two committees Ithink the most important 

thing is the responsibility and leadership is the responsibility part of it is not ability with those 

few remarks I support the motion.   

Speaker: For members who have join the select committee in fact your work will be offer you 

have no more work the moment we put people in committees literary there is no more work for 

the select committee so the job is literally done. 

As standing order number 52 I now put the question and the question is this House approves the 

appointment of members nominated to County Assembly business committee and the selection 

committee as constituted under the standing order 152 and 153. 

(Question put and agreed to) 

House adjourns at 4:10pm. 


